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Judge Ceiling Systems offers a complete service, from advice and free estimating to full tailored made ceiling systems.

At Judge Ceilings, we value all our customers. Whether a 5000 Sq Metre ceiling or a small suspended ceiling repair, we always carry out installations with a professional, efficient manner and aim to do this with the minimum disruption to your daily routine. Working to our customers budget & program requirements. We also only use only top quality materials from long established suppliers and use named manufacturers to give you the ultimate choice and reassurance.

There are many reasons to have a new ceiling system installed in your premises a few are listed below:

- Fire resistant ceilings for up to 1 hr & Class O spread of flame. This can also help reduce your insurance premium.
- Improved light reflection
- Enhancing the working environment to get the best from your employees
- Moisture resistant tiles available for damp areas
- Special application i.e. swimming pools 100% moisture resistant tiles and corrosion resistant grid.
- With insulation pads you increase thermal and sound efficiency. Pad sizes come in 600 x 600 x 200 and 1200 x 600 x 200. The insulation comes fully encapsulated, in polythene so there are no loose fibres.

We have tiles available to suit every design and specialist needs. Our exposed interlocking metal grid systems, provide a practical framework, whereby the tiles can be lifted out easily for access to service the ceiling void to replace damaged tiles when needed.

Our distribution division operate throughout the U.K, providing a service second to none. Delivering one box or 1,000 boxes with the same efficiency.

For self installation DIY Ceiling kits please see our website; [www.judge-ceilings.co.uk](http://www.judge-ceilings.co.uk)

Judge Ceiling are members of the Federations of Small Businesses and the Guild Of Master Craftsmen which govern professional trades so that the consumer receives only the very best workmanship, more information can be found at [www.thegmcgroup.com](http://www.thegmcgroup.com). We also have full public & employers liability insurance.

**Health & safety – in Construction Industry.**

For our site work, we are able to prepare full Method Statement And Risk Assessment forms, fully compliant with current requirements.

Our operatives have passed the Construction Skills Health & Safety test Certificate – Scheme CSCS.

about

Judge Ceilings, a family firm with over 30 years of experience, give a refreshing personal touch to the supply and fitting of every type of suspended ceiling imaginable. Our versatility and individual approach to each contract has resulted in a huge client list envied by our competitors.
services

for further information on any of the below services please call us on: Tel: (01253) 354 864

Supply & Fit
Judge Ceiling Systems can supply and fit a new ceiling with minimum disruption to you anywhere in the UK. We have a wide range of tiles and grid systems for you to choose from to make your ceiling look and feel exactly as you wish. We also have design to suit every need and budget from domestic to industrial.

Supply Only
Because JCS order ceiling supplies in bulk we can offer you discounted tiles and accessories that can be delivered to your door. Just call us up, place your order and receive it at your home or workplace on the next delivery.

In-Ceiling Heating Specialist
Why clutter up your work area with ugly radiators or do away with messy chimneys. All you need is In-Ceiling Heating, this is a simple, clean and easy to use heating system that is hidden away in your ceiling, just call us for more information or a free quote.

Insulation
With insulation pads you increase thermal and sound efficiency. Pad sizes come in 600 x 600 x 200 and 1200 x 600 x 200. The insulation comes fully encapsulated, in polythene so there are no loose fibres.

Industry, Domestic and Commerce Supplies
We not only supply ceilings to commercial business but to individual homes as well. No job is too small for us nor too big. In the history of JCS we have fitted hundreds of ceilings to churches, night clubs, shops, hotels, schools, hospitals, cinemas and offices, not forgetting the hundreds of homes that we have undertaken.

In-Ceiling Lighting Specialist
JCS specialise in ceiling lighting and have a unique range of lighting from traditional to modern designs that are built into the actual ceiling, see page 8 for more details.

DIY Kits
If you are handy and enjoy doing a little DIY why not see our DIY Kits on page 7. These kits are easy to install and the finished result is outstanding. Fitting the ceiling yourself can save you money on fitting and depending on the size of the room can be fitted in just a few hours.

Tile Replacements
If your old ceiling is looking a little tatty we can supply new tiles to you to give it a new fresh look. We can supply anything from a single tile to several hundred.

Trade Discounts
If you are in the trade, JCS can supply you with all the materials that you need at specially discounted prices, just give us a call to open an account.
Tel: (01253) 354 864.
Visit: www.judge-ceilings.co.uk to register your trade discount or alternatively download our credit application account form.

Distribution
We deliver anywhere in the UK and Europe by:
- Our own JCS Vehicle’s
- Freight Forwarding
- National Courier

Suppliers to the Trade
- Ceiling Tiles
- Lighting
- Insulation
- Fixings
- Kits
- Grids
How it works | Grid System | Tiles

The Ceiling System works very simply, it is basically a network of grids that are suspended from the original old ceiling with strong metal wire. These grids then hold the tiles and lighting in place transforming your old ceiling into a totally new one.

There are many benefits to suspended ceilings apart from how good they look. Suspended ceilings also reduce sound levels and help keep your room insulated and reduce all your heating bills. This also help the environment at the same time by not wasting energy.

Lighting can also be added to the ceiling system to give it a brilliant modern look and Judge Ceiling Systems offer a wide range of different lighting on page 8.

The Ceiling System is all interconectable and is relatively easy to install so we also offer a DIY kit for all DIY enthusiasts. A typical ceiling can be installed in around 8 hours by a handy DIY expert. However if this seems too much hard work then Judge Ceilings are happy to install your new ceiling for you. See pages 6 and 7 for more information.
grid system

The Grid System is suspended from the original old ceiling by several wire hangers that are hung in place. We offer an extensive range of Grid colours to complement your room and environment so that it looks exactly how you want it. This range of colours gives you the opportunity to fully customise your ceiling. Once the grid is in place the tiles simply drop into it.

Our exposed grid system is fully interlocking, for strength & rigidity, made from rolled steel with capped face in width of 24mm making it strong and light in weight.

Note: White grid available in narrow 15mm wide to suit reveal edge tiles to match.

tiles

The tiles come in a range of colours, sizes and textures to suit you. The tiles simply lift into place on the grid system and the tiles are easily replaced. This can be a great benefit if one of the tiles gets damaged you can simply replace the tile rather than the whole ceiling. For example if a pipe burst in the room above you and the ceiling became stained and water damaged, all you would have to buy is a couple of new tiles and the ceiling would look like new at minimum expense. Alternatively many of the tiles are also paintable so they can even be painted over to give it a new clean look or to exactly match the colour of your room.

Other colours may be available, please call us for more information.
Judge Ceiling Systems are happy to install any of the ceilings that you chose on any sized Project, just give us a call for a no obligation quote today!

The suspended ceiling specialists JCS have been trading for over 35 years, distributing and installing all types of suspended ceilings. We take pride in all the ceilings we install and provide a speedy professional service. Free quotations and site visits are available, please call us for more information.

The average ceiling can be fitted efficiently by our highly trained staff with your choice of ceiling and lighting. The ceilings are fitted in three main stages, fitting the grid system, fitting the tiles then fitting your lighting.

**Step 1.**

**The Grid:**
The grid system is simply a series of Tee pieces that click into place to form a grid. This is then suspended from the ceiling by wires that are screwed directly into the ceiling. This is the most complicated part of the installation but once the first few Tees are in place the rest comes easy.

**Step 2.**

**Fitting the tiles:**
Your chosen tiles simply fit into the grid, these need no fixing as their own weight holds them firmly in place. The tiles are strong and versatile but should not be dropped from a height as they can break. Extra care is needed and a steady hand when lifting the tiles into place. All the electrics need to be in place ready for the lighting to be fitted into the ceiling.

**Step 3.**

**Fitting lighting:**
Lighting can now be fitted into the ceiling. The way the lighting is fitted all depends on the lights that you choose. Downlights get fitted directly into the tiles themselves and diffusers and light units get installed into the grid system instead of a tile. All electrical work can be carried out by JCS and is certified to all British safety standards.

**Step 4.**

**Insulation:**
With insulation pads you increase thermal and sound efficiency. Pad sizes come in 600 x 600 x 200 and 1200 x 600 x 200. The insulation comes fully encapsulated, in polythene so there are no loose fibres.
diy kits

To order the DIY Kit of your choice please call us on Telephone: (01253) 354 864

Delivered to your door.

Or Use our unique online quoting wizard at www.judge-ceilings.co.uk to plan - price - order.

Judge Ceiling Systems offers a DIY Kit for self installation, these are ideal for customers on a budget or DIY enthusiasts. The kit comes with everything you need including the grid network, ceiling tiles, fittings and lighting. You choose which tiles you want the colour of the grid system and which lighting, then we deliver it all to your door.

These kits require a little knowledge of DIY but it is not too hard to install yourself. The DIY Kits come with full instructions. If you order one of our kits and start to have difficulty fitting it, don’t worry, just give us a call and we will be happy to talk you through it over the phone.

Alternatively we are happy to fit any of the DIY Kits at extra costs.

View our range of tools & fixings on our website: www.judge-ceilings.co.uk
ceiling lighting

Recessed Modular Lighting | Surface Modular Lighting | Down Lighting

There are three main types of lighting available for your suspended ceiling, Recessed Modular Lighting, Surface Modular Lighting and Downlighting.

Recessed Modular Lighting

Recessed modular lighting is made up of units that are fitted directly into the ceiling grid and covered by a diffuser to distribute the light evenly into the room. An example of this is pictured on the right. Judge Ceiling Systems offer you a choice of modular lights and diffusers to integrate with and compliment your suspended ceiling.

We offer the following two sizes of suspended modular lighting:

- 600 x 600 (1 tile size)
- 1200 x 600 (2 tile size)

The 600 x 600 recessed modular light fittings come complete with 4 x 18 watt tubes and the 1200 x 600 with 4 x 36 watt tubes.

The light fitting fits into the grid taking the place of a tile. This type of lighting is the most popular type as it gives lots of light to dark rooms and they can be placed where needed. Available as Switch Start, High Frequency and Emergency.

Choice of Light diffusers

- Eggcrate
- Crushed Ice
- Prismatic Opal
- Prismatic

Downlights

- Fire Rated Downlights
- Low Voltage
- Complete with Bulb and Transformer
- Overall Depth of 100mm
- Chrome & White - Fixed & Tilt

Surface Modular Lighting

Surface Module Sizes:

- 600 x 600
- 1200 x 200
- 1500 x 200

Wall Wash Fitting

Ideal for:

- Commercial & Retail environments
- Point of sale
- Excellent Illumination
Fire Reaction/Resistant
Class 0 / Class 1 (BS 476)

The biggest key factor in fighting a fire is containing the fire and fire proofing your building is a must. A fire resistant ceiling can help to contain a fire giving you extra time to evacuate the building and allow for the emergency services to arrive. This not only saves property and fire damage but more importantly it saves lives. A fireproof ceiling can also reduce your insurance premium.

Special Fire Ceiling Systems available to provide up to 1 hour fire resistance from above or below the ceiling this is essential as fire can travel up via the ceiling void.

JCS can supply and fit these specialist ceilings with little disruption to you or your workplace and it can be fitted in a quick timescale.

Sound Attenuation

Sound Attenuation ceilings obstruct soundwaves up to 44db which drastically reduces noise to other adjoining rooms or buildings. Not only do these ceilings help sound proof the room they also help improve the acoustics within the room itself as the soundwaves get bounced back into the room when they hit the ceiling.

These ceilings are ideal for offices, recording studios, night clubs, bars and noisy factories. Noise pollution is now illegal and is a fineable offence, a company is also liable if staff are subjected to high levels of noise without adequate protection. With this in mind why not call us for a no obligation quote?...

Humidity Reistant

Humidity resistant ceilings are available for special application i.e swimming pools, shower areas and bathrooms. These ceiling tiles are upto 100% R/H (moisture resistant) and contain a corrosion resistant grid.

Let us know your requirements for a free quotation.
popular product overview

Board tile edge

Colour Dune - Carrera
Product Code - JCS08Ts

Dune
Product Code - JCS12Ts

Softboard
Product Code - JCS10Ts

White Vinyl
Product Code - JCS14Ts

Stratos
Product Code - JCS06Ts

Fissured
Product Code - JCS03Ts

Fine Fissured
Product Code - JCS04Ts

Fissured
Product Code - JCS01Ts

Reveal tile edge

Colour Dune - Carrera
Product Code - JCS09Ts

Softboard
Product Code - JCS11Ts

Stratos
Product Code - JCS07Ts

Dune
Product Code - JCS13Ts

Fine Fissured
Product Code - JCS05Ts

Fissured
Product Code - JCS02Ts
Below are pictures of ceilings fitted by Judge Ceiling Systems.
Below are pictures of ceilings fitted by Judge Ceiling Systems.
Below are pictures of ceilings fitted by Judge Ceiling Systems.
### Head Office - Sales & Administration

- **Address:** Judge Ceiling Systems Ltd.  
  330 Queens Promenade,  
  Blackpool,  
  Lancashire,  
  FY2 9AB

- **Telephone No:**  
  +44 (0)845 260 0884  
  +44 (0)1253 354 864  
  +44 (0)845 260 0885  
  +44 (0)1253 354 911

- **Fax No:**  
  info@judge-ceilings.co.uk

### Distribution Centre

- **Address:** Judge Ceiling Systems Ltd.  
  Unit 12,  
  Croft Court,  
  Butts Close,  
  Thornton-Cleveleys,  
  Lancashire,  
  FY5 4JX

- **Telephone No:**  
  +44 (0)1253 864 929

- **Fax No:**  
  +44 (0)1253 864 901

---

**Tel:** (01253) 354864  
**Fax:** (01253) 354911  
**Email:** info@judge-ceilings.co.uk

www.judge-ceilings.co.uk  
330 Queens Promenade, Blackpool, Lancs, FY2 9AB.